10 SURE FIRE WAYS TO
KILL YOUR DREAMS
…and 5 Daily Practices To Reignite Them
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Hello dear soul,

I'm so glad you found your

way here. This is such an important conversation we
need to have.
Not easy, but the important ones rarely are, and I really
appreciate your curiosity and courage in joining me.

So here's the first thing you need to understand...

I'm 51.
I say that not to illicit a congratulations (or sympathy),
but to let you know that something really interesting has
occurred for me — and to me — recently.
And that's the increasingly
loud conviction deep in my
chest that I don’t have time
to f*ck around.

There's important
work to be done
in the world .
I'm reminded of seeing the wonderful and irreverent Billy
Connelly about 20 years ago at a live gig.
He walked on stage and said 'Fuck, fuck, fuck'
repeatedly to the audience's amusement (saying fuck in
a strong Glaswegian accent IS funny as hell, all by itself)
and then he declared this — ̶'I'm 50 and I don't have
time for f*ckwits'.
While it is not f*ckwits that I'm concerned with, I do
understand the time-is-too-precious-a-thing-for-wasting
sentiment completely.
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Here's the second thing...
In two short years, I said goodbye
to four souls very dear to me. They
stepped onto their magic carpet and
are off to enjoy their next
adventures.
I say that not to illicit condolences,
but to let you know that this has
really amplified the 'I don’t have
time to f*ck around'.
Not in a 'holy-crap-I-could-die-atany-minute', 'have-I-paid-my-lifeinsurance' kinda a way, but in a
'life’s-so-freaking-precious-andimportant-and-sacred' way.
And what I'm noticing in my own
life, and in the lives of my girlfriends
and female family members and the
women I work with is this:

… So many
of us are
mumbling,
apologizing and
procrastinating!

So many of us are mumbling,
apologising and procrastinating…
Far Too Much…
In Far Too Many Areas of Our Lives!
The glorious, inspired, talented,
irreverent, deliciously disruptive,
humorous women that we truly are,
is often buried under a veneer of
politeness, habitual apologising and
over-riding desire not to cause a fuss.
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“We don’t ask for what we need .
We don’t step up with our ideas…”
and offer them into the mix.
I wonder if you met your
truly glorious, infinite self,
would you recognise her?
When you look in the mirror
each day, do you see her
smiling back?
No? I feared that was so.
Ok, maybe you do see her
occasionally.
But I’m certain you are not
wearing her as a skin.
Not living and breathing her
every minute of every day.
The glimpses of her are just
enough to tease you of the
possibility of something
more.
Here and there, flashes, all
too quickly gone again.
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I love to reflect
on life…

For me I am seeing all the ways that
I’ve been holding back and trying to
keep the fragile me safe...
That I believe I am fragile is worthy of
comment at some other time.
Do you feel fragile?
Ashamed?
Flawed?
Unworthy?
Do you doubt your abilities?
Have you shut down your sensitive
heart in order to survive?
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Are you not speaking up?
Are you rationalising and justifying away
things that should not be tolerated?
Are you putting up with less than you
deserve?
From yourself?
From others close to you?
Here's what I've started noticing in
myself and other women in my circle
and also frequently in my clients...
How, in so many ways, we are mumbling
about our worthy ideas and the
perspective we have on situations in
every area of our life — in the meeting
room with our colleagues, at the dining
table with our families and in the bedroom
with our beloved.
How we apologise for our mistakes as
well as everyone else's.
How we say sorry as a reflex habit, as a
learned response to anything difficult or
awkward.
How we unconsciously apologise for all
our perceived faults and flaws.
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And finally, how we put off the important
things and allow everyday business and
busyness to swamp our calendars and our
energies.
To drain our precious internal resources so that
when we get a sliver of time for ourselves, taking
action on our big dreams is daunting, and
beyond our reach.
We let millions of small things blamange
across our precious days that it is so rare for
there EVER to be a sliver of time.
Our ‘To Do’ lists are like triffids on steroids —
no arresting their growth let alone slaying
them.
If you feel a cry stifled in your throat from your
inner Wild & Divine Woman, it's time to get on
your feet and throw your hands in the air and
scream —

'ENOUGH, DAMMIT, I SAID ENOUGH'.

If you are ready to let the battle cry for your
glorious, inspired, talented, irreverent, humorous
inner woman loose into the world, then read on...
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Traps, trifles & salsa steps
Here's a little of my story...
I'm sitting in the old dairy cold room at our farm
which has been converted into my studio.
I share my days with my soul buddy Ian, my
beautiful puppy Lulu, our cows and oodles of
wildlife and birdsong.
I run my businesses from the farm and get to
travel when I choose.
I am blessed with great health, good work
and a life-affirming circle of friends and
family. In short, life is good.

And I truly feel as though I've come know
Abundance as if she was a good friend who has
come to live with us.
But I'll be honest despite being on this journey of
self-awareness and personal growth for more
than 3 decades, it's been a recent thing… feeling
filled up, like my cup overflows on a daily basis.
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In the years of building and running several businesses and
being interested in my own internal landscape, I have learnt a
really important thing —

How we do one thing,
is how we do everything.
This wisdom I learnt for myself with great clarity about 12
years ago.
I was recently and unexpectedly separated.
I asked myself a big question — what is it that makes me
happy?
And then followed that with another big one — what can I
now do that wouldn't have been possible if I was still on last
week's path of being in a 'committed' relationship, building a
house and trying to conceive?
These were empowering questions to ask, given that
my personal life and all my dreams at that time had slid down
the hill and disappeared under the surface of the water,
never to be seen again (and with remarkably few bubbles or
splashes as they went!).
At that time, thinking about 'happy' was a huge stretch — my
chest was aching with that recently separated kind of wound
that feels like you have just been mauled by a tiger shark and
the wounds are gaping and meaty…
but I also knew the ideas that emerged were an anchor I was
casting out into my future and seeing where it would land.
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Regardless of where, I knew it would allow
me to traverse out of the place I was in, heal
the wounds that were so open and raw....

The answers to the first of those
questions were: art-making, dancing,
travelling and learning languages.
What followed to the second question
was: going to a two week art camp to
learn silver-smithing and travelling
solo to Europe.
So I did.
I bought an airplane ticket, found a
language college in Barcelona and
spread my cobweb-covered traveller’s
wings and two flaps, was gone.
I flew to Europe, set up life in Barcelona
for a while, went to language college by
day and salsa classes at night.
I got inspired.
I challenged myself.
I did things for the first time in my life…
A lot of things.
I felt calmer and less raw every day.
I surprised myself at how happy I could be.
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All because I asked the question –

What makes me happy?

All because I thought to ask that question.
All because I thought I deserved happiness.
Years later, I was introduced to a book by
Todd Henry 'Die Empty!' by a dear friend who
sent me a message — you must read this! So
I did.
"Are you going to die full of your best work?"
he asks.
"How do you set in motion a course of action
that will allow you to unleash your best, most
valuable work while you still can?
The marketplace is filled with platitudes about
living a life of fulfillment, landing your dream
job, and discovering your purpose, but when
you are in the midst of the fray, it can feel futile
to think about anything other than hitting your
deadlines and chasing the next promotion."
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Are you
going to die
full of your
best work?

This concept of emptying myself of all my best
ideas has become one of my life mottos.
I don't hold back.
I try not to think too much about what others will say and
not overthink it myself.
These wild ideas that visit me at 3:20am have a life
force and must be corralled even though they remain
wild, they can be harnessed for a time so they take a
form worthy of capturing and even sometimes worthy of
sharing.

What else has changed?
I have also become much better at cherishing the time I
have with loved ones and simply being in this beautiful
messy thing that is life.
I try to give lots of hugs, show the love I feel, do good
and be kind.
I am conscious of being as present as I can be, and
that's important for someone like me who has such a
busy head.
Oh, and I remember to laugh often.
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Life is sometimes much shorter than we expect it to be.
I learnt that watching my mum succumb to cancer.
She still had 10 years of travel plans in her.
It was a powerful lesson.

I choose to live without regret.
How about you?
Is a life ‘sans regret’ near the top of your list too?
Then read the 10 WAYS you may be unwittingly killing
your dreams.
If reading this triggers anything, read on, I have some
ideas about what you can do differently.
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1. The Half-a-dream Trap aka Settling For:
When I was 30-ish, I ended a seven year relationship
with my long-time boyfriend (I'm a serial monogamist, so
they were all 'long-time boyfriends'!).
It was a big, long wrestled with decision.
We had lived together for many years, built a house and
he was my brother's best mate, so ending things was
not an easy choice.
In the end, I realised I wanted truly different things from
life.
He didn't want children or marriage.
I wasn't so sure and knew the options were not there if I
stayed.
So I left… with a pair of knickers in a brown paper bag.
I remember a conversation with my mum the week after
our break up.
She asked me why I left.
I gave these reasons and her reply was 'but he never hit
you!' I was struck then about having radically different
expectations from life.
I thought it entirely possible that I would meet someone
whom I felt enormous respect and trust, that I knew
supported me without question and would never do
anything knowingly to hurt me.
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That's the relationship I was looking for.
Not settling for an incompatible one just because it
wasn't absolutely unbearable.
(Please note that my mum's marriage to my stepfather
was not a good model for anyone to follow).

From that frying pan into the fire ...
My next relationship was also long-term.
Six years.
I thought it was a keeper.
But cracks appeared, lying, lack of honesty, lack of care.
Did I leave that one?
No, he left for the accountant at work who had a thing
for green tree frogs.
Had I settled for?
Absolutely.
Out of loyalty... a misplaced belief that I was with the
right person... all that.
Hindsight is an extremely wise counsellor.
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Fast forward (and yes, I did get to kiss a few frogs
before I found my 'prince'!) and I have been blessed to
find an honest and intelligent man to build a strong,
trusting marriage with.
Could I still be in the relationship from my 30s?
Maybe.
Would I be happy?
No. Without a doubt, I would not.
So, what have you settled for in life?
How are you opting for the easy-to-reach and avoiding
stretching out of your comfort zone?
Where have you decided to allow small dreams, safe
dreams, modest dreams, not-too-outrageous dreams be
your idea of your future…
and take the place your BIG daring, outrageous
dreams?
Is it in your work?
Do you hold dreams for your own business?
Do you long for travel but don't have the money?
…or a supportive loving partner?
What if time and money were unlimited?
What would be your heart’s biggest desire?
How would that change your life? And the life of those
around you?
And the planet as a whole?
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2. Putting You Last aka People-pleasing:
My second mum, Vonnie came into my life when I was
five.
All through the years, she worked hard raising us kids,
working night shift as a nurse to add to the family
income and after she retired, running tai chi classes with
the 'old people' who suffered arthritis.
(I put 'old people' in quotes because she is the same
age as most of them!)
Vonnie is the living example of "service unto others".
Such a force of giving, I'm so grateful to all she did for
me and our family.
Every now and then though, for her own sake, she
needed to show what giving to herself looked like.
I saw at times, she gave at the detriment to her own
well-being.
The balance of a working mother is never easy, but
Vonnie was raised in a religion where self-sacrifice was
praised and self-care and self-love was not.
Here’s the thing…
If you don't care for yourself, you run out of energy, you
empty the well, get sick, grow resentful.
This is the trap of always putting yourself last… of
always making others’ happiness, others’ needs the top
priority.
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I know that sometimes with so many responsibilities it
can be easy to get the balance wrong.
So this is a gentle reminder to Choose Yourself, rather
than waiting for life or another choose you.
Rather than waiting until you've done all the ‘to dos’ on
your list and then have a moment to yourself.
That may never come.
Make self-care and self-love a daily practice.
Even if it's only a very small thing.
That's not what matters.
What matters is making it a priority.
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3. You Think You Are Your Story:
Have you ever had a time when you could hear yourself
telling and retelling the story of something that
happened to you?
It was probably a big focus in your life.
A 'peak' experience, often not a good one...
You were sacked, he/she cheated, he/she left you for
the <accountant / boss / secretary...>, they died and left
you, you got an illness, you were betrayed, were in an
accident, lost all your savings...

Lots of real, heart-wrenching stories…
…that have a BIG impact on our lives.
But at some point, the hold on that story needs to
lighten, room made for new and different experiences,
new and better stories to take their place.
That's hard though when we've become so wedded to
the old story.
And it can be so damn difficult to spot this from the
inside.
The first time I was confronted with this was after that
person to whom I'd committed to spend my life with,
decided to leave for the accountant at work.
Do you recall how I told that story, ready?
"One day I was in a committed relationship, building a
dream home and trying to get pregnant and the next, I
was single."
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And it can be so difficult to spot this.

Does the flavour of that sound familiar,
even if the details are not your story?
And in my newly single / recently separated state, I had
a coffee with a dear and wise friend.
I poured out my heart to her over a soy cappuccino and
she said these words of love and kindness into my teary
face "Michelle, you are not your story!"
Bam, right then, I understood how I'd climbed into that
character in the play of life — the woman who'd been
wronged by her lover — and my dear friend had wisely
called from left stage ‘you are just playing a bereft,
heart-broken woman but you don't have to stay in her
shoes!’
Wow, it was brutal but oh, so liberating.
Now when I'm working with someone who is really
digging deep into their story, I know both the power of
letting them speak all the hurt and pain that they are
feeling, to really truly acknowledge what they wanted
from the other person and never got and how that made
them feel...
but also that they are so much MORE than their story
even if they can't feel that in the moment.
I can hold the image of their infinite selves as well as
bear witness to the pain of their human experience.
This is what I mean by not believing
you ARE your story.
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Not that your story's not real. Not that telling others your
story is not the most important thing you can do to heal
yourself and perhaps help others on their healing
journey.
But that it does not limit or define you.

You are SO MUCH MORE.
And if you can allow that possibility, then what other
stories might emerge.
So ask yourself, what stories am I holding on to?
What old stories are blocking new ones from being told?
What am I ready to let go of?
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4. Never Acknowledging Progress:
So let me share something with you that Margaret
Lynch, the talented wealth coach taught me to be super
aware of...
When you finish a task, what do you say to yourself in
your head?
Do you...
1) say nothing, I just move on;
2) tell yourself, in a critical voice - 'ok, but you
should have done that better, sooner, bigger, with
less fuss', etc. or
3) do you say in a stressed voice - 'ok, but look,
there is still SO much more that needs doing!'
Oh, we feel we are being so grown up, this being hard
on ourselves.
As if saying a kind and gentle word to ourselves would
result in us instantly changing into a lazy slob in track
pants, ensconced on the sofa watching day-time telly
and eating cold pizza and ice-cream straight from the
tub!
That internal voice of criticism and scorn.
It can so often sound like 'never enough'...
Never good enough, fast enough, smart enough, thin
enough, beautiful enough.
Whatever your not-enough is, know it's just a belief.
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You can shift that belief for
something new and better.
I work with many super smart women and so often I find
they have 'not smart enough' or 'not educated enough'
running in the background.
If your default is to seek more degrees in order to get a
new job, consider being CEO of your own company
doing work you love.
Take charge of your destiny.
Don't apologise for yourself out of habit.
Don't be self-critical because of your mistakes.
Failure is a frame we put on things...
Sometimes we need to learn what we don't want as
much as what we do...
Sometimes it is the step before the breakthrough to
success.
If you find yourself thinking like a victim of life's
circumstances... pay close attention.
Have you forgotten to acknowledge some progress,
however small?
What we say to ourselves has a remarkably important
impact on how we see our life.
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5. The Perfectionist Trap aka Fear of Looking Cr^p:
Oooh, this is such a powerful one.
The perfectionist is so often driven to these unattainable
standards out of fear of being a failure, being found out
as the imposter they feel they are.
Everything the perfectionist does has meaning...
If I can't achieve <insert current goal drive>, that means
I'm a failure!
Does that ring true?
Do you know yourself to be a perfectionist?
Do you always go to the very nth degree even if that
means never finishing or taking 10 times longer than
necessary?
The flip side is if you retain your super-human, ideal
standard, nothing gets finished (because it's never good
enough to be shared) and you stay safe because no one
can criticise your work!
No one can see your work to say it’s not good enough.
BRILLIANT!
The other major impediment from allowing any
perfectionism to continue is that by its very nature, it
makes you super afraid of making mistakes, which by
extension means you are not willing to take risks, to
adventure outside your comfort zone.
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If you find you are unwilling to be in beginner
mode because you can't stand feeling
incompetent in any way...
You will choose to stay firmly in your comfort
zone.
And as Todd Henry says: "the love of
comfort is often the enemy of greatness".
Nozer Buchia from his book "Why
Entrepreneurs Really Fail" said "You never
lose when you fail. You only lose when you
quit."
So, I've adopted an approach I learnt from
design thinking ways of tackling problems –
1) I choose the habit of making decisions
and taking action and
2) I let go of the fear of failing and see it all
as an opportunity to know something I didn’t
know yesterday.

You never
lose when
you fail. You
only lose
when you
quit.
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6. Scattered Focus Trap:
My teacher and mentor, Dawn Clark once
said a very simple but profound thing which
has stuck with me...
'Focused energy produces results'.
For someone like me who has so many
interests, this is an important reminder.
It's so easy to let my energies become
spread thin across so many activities and so
many projects.
When I was in my 20s I studied with a guy,
David B. who was an escapee of the
Scientology movement (yes, they do exist!).
I learnt many interesting and important
concepts from David.
One was about cycles of action.
We have a finite source of energy and with
every task we start and don't finish, we lock
a portion of our energy (our attention) into
that task even if we don't think we're
'thinking' about it.
Only when we complete the task AND
acknowledge we've completed it, do we get
the energy invested in the activity back to us
many-fold.
It explains why we get such a rush when we
finish something and really, deeply
acknowledge what we’ve achieved.
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It also explained why we exhaust ourselves
and run our internal batteries down when we
have so many tasks or activities on the go...
"Too many balls in the air" is tiring.
It's like having 2,394 tabs open on your
computer...
It drains the batteries and you become less
productive.
I learnt from this why I shouldn't multi-task
even though I thought for years I was good
at it.
I've relinquished that for being single
focused until that action is complete or
relying on someone else to do the next step.
So what cycles of action do you have open?
What could you easily complete and
acknowledge and so get an ‘energy return’?
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7. ‘Noise’ Overload:
So often our lives are filled with ‘noise’…
Information, media, advertising, radio,
billboards…
It’s easy to have an input overload.
Our minds are so constantly bombarded;
there is no quiet, no space, no peace.
The Buzz and Busyness can overwhelm
your priorities, drag your attention away from
the really important things.
Your thinking can become foggy and
sluggish.
…Unless of course, you meditate – big plus
for the value of quietening the mind in our
modern life.
So when was the last time you had a ‘media
and technology’ fast?
How could you make it a ritual to include
some quiet space from all the ‘noise’ of life?
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8. Avoiding Decisions:
When the situation calls for a simple Yes or
No, you say maybe...
or 'I don't know'...
Each day, everything from the little
inconsequential decisions to the major life
turning points, you put off, defer to others,
make and then remake the decision multiple
times.
This creates ‘churn’… energy being spent
unnecessarily.
It reminds me of the fable of Buridan's
donkey who is both hungry and thirsty. He
dies because it can't decide between two
options – eat hay or drink water.
Decisions can be powerful energisers if you
harness them.
If you are feeling drained, are you creating a
dust cloud around even the simple
decisions?
ARE YOU MAKING EXCUSES?
Are you confident enough in your actions
not to feel the need to explain yourself?
What decisions do you habitually defer to
others that you could make yourself?
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Decisions
part the fog
on stagnant
waters.

9. Scarcity Beliefs aka Buying ‘There’s Not Enough’:
Scarcity beliefs are commonly ‘downloaded’
from our family of origin when we are young
and unable to filter our experiences.
And as a result, they are part of our reality,
our world and so it can be difficult to
challenge or question these.
A scarcity belief sounds something like
'there's not enough ___’
‘there is never enough ___’
‘there will never be enough ___'.
These beliefs may be around money, time,
love, or support.
Do you find yourself thinking or saying
‘I can't charge that!’
I can’t afford that!
I don’t have time for that!
I don’t have enough support to do that!
Can you spot limitations in your thinking?
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10. Misplaced Importance Trap:
You give EVERYTHING in your life its meaning!
Think about that for a minute…
This is a concept I first encountered in A Course
in Miracles, and other mindfulness teachings in
my 20s.
The great news is that if you give everything its
meaning that also means you can CHANGE
how you think about that thing.
You are the creator of your experience .
I find this can be true of ‘stuff’ as well as
experiences.
I have a long genetic heritage of ‘being
resourceful’ aka collecting stuff because one day
it will be useful… or it belonged to <insert long
lost relative, twice removed>!
That application of this significance can become
a burden.
It can lead us to hang on to physical
possessions as well as our perspective on
experiences when it is well past the time to let it
go… gift it to charity… throw it away!
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KNOW THYSELF
If "the way you do one thing is the way you do
everything", then it's worth knowing what that
looks like.
I invite you to become even more conscious of
how you "do" life.
From this awareness flows knowledge and from
this knowledge flows choice and that means the
ability to choose freedom and love and
abundance over being trapped and in fear and
scarcity.
So, grab a pen and paper and note down your
responses to these before you read on:
What I really love / am interested in learning
about is...
Before I die, I want to...
My life motto is...
What I am good at is...
My most productive time of day is...

NOW for the 5 Simple
Practices You Can Do Daily
To Reignite Your Dreams
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COMMIT TO SMALL CHANGES
Small changes in our daily actions can create
lasting change.
As much as everyone applauds the big hairy
audacious projects – and there is an important
place for them in the world – it's the small ones
that are more likely to be sustainable in the longterm.
So for the next 21 days, I invite you to make a
commitment to do the following for yourself...

1.

Start of Day Review

Go over the day ahead and think about what's in your
schedule.
Notice how you feel about your plans.
Where do you feel anxious?
Where do you have expectations of challenges and
blocks? Notice these.
Now rerun your day in advance and see everything
going smoothly...
If you initially thought 'I'm not going to have enough
time for <insert your activity>’, flip that into a positive
question - 'how is it that I have MORE than enough
time for <insert your activity> today?'
'Why is the universe providing MORE than ENOUGH
TIME to do <activity>?'
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2.

Focused Energy Produces Results

Choose what you wish to achieve and then ask
yourself throughout the day, ‘Is this moving me
towards my goal for today?’
I confess, I used to have a bad habit of going off on
interesting tangents. Then I started setting an alarm
to go off 3 times a day, asking me the question – Is
what you are working on right now your main priority?
After 6 months, I didn’t need it any more. It never
caught me out reading some random website blog
about advancements in renewable energy or an
obscure class in calligraphy art!!
Work your day so there are periods you are working
off-line. Using your calendar as a tool to give you
blocks of clear focused time can be very effective.
Consider taking breaks from media and technology
on a regular, even weekly basis (e.g. make Sunday
tech free).
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3.

Make Decisions and Take Action

Every day!
Part A: Make decisions quickly
Trust your gut.
Don't overcook them.
Don't allow yourself to struggle and get wrapped up in
the "trying to figure it out" energy.
Don’t make the decision and then allow yourself to go
back over and worry it.
A quick Yes or No, but don't prevaricate, or seek
others opinions, or defer to others (catch yourself if
you ever say, "I don't mind, whatever you think"), just
make a decision and move on.
Part B: make decisions from where you want to be
… not where you are now.
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4.

Do Random Acts of Kindness

… for other people.
Maybe gift some flowers to the lady at the lunch bar
who makes your sandwich…
Maybe donate a coffee by paying forward in the cafe
line…
Maybe noticing someone struggling with their
groceries and holding the door for them…
This leaves you feeling uplifted and energised
because there is no pressure, it’s completely
unexpected and you get to bask in the gratitude
received from another human being.

5.

Celebrate Your Progress

… on a daily basis.
Develop a woohoo dance move.
I teach my clients to walk around their office and
home, with hands above their head and say really
loudly, 'Yes, I just finished <task>. I am awesome at
getting stuff done. I do great work.' etc.
And if you allow yourself to truly celebrate even small
progress, you will notice a boost in energy!
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About Michelle Walker
Michelle helps women business
owners and entrepreneurs achieve
more success with less wrangling and
stress.
She is passionate about showing
those who are called to blaze their
own trail and chart their own future
how to do this without losing their
inspiration, motivation and sanity.
Through her programs, clients
achieve life-changing results.
Known for her ability to blend
spirituality with practical action and
money with creativity, she teaches her
clients how to tap their natural talents
to design their business doing work
they love and have a fulfilling and
prosperous life.
Michelle is a masterful coach, teacher
and guide. She is also an artist, a
lover of nature and playful joyful soul.
In the past 15 years, she has grown
and run several successful
businesses, been invited to teach and
speak around Australia, in the USA
and other parts of the globe. Prior to
that, borne from her passion to see
change in the way we care for the
environment, she lead the
development of an award-winning
environmental policy for Australia’s
coast.
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What next?

Get your free Strategy session
MichelleWalkerCoaching.com
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